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About This Game

The first true life simulation series set in the fascinating medieval Europe!
The Addon expands and transforms the game into an even greater experience by adding a huge area including the cities of "The
Hanse" located at the shores of the European seas. Sea battles and naval trading are added to the gameplay, and a new campaign

mode provides more than 10 hours of additional fun.

Key features:

Naval trading, sea battles

4 new maps, 5 different types of ships, each one can be equipped according to your needs

Campaign mode including more than 10 hours of pure medieval fun
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New buildings (harbour, fishermans hut, pirate outpost), trading station as upgrade

New professions: Pirate and Medicus!

3 new offices and titles of nobility with new privileges
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Title: The Guild II - Pirates of the European Seas
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
4 Head Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
The Guild
Release Date: 18 May, 2007

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® XP, Vista

Processor: 2 GHz CPU

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX9 capable graphics adapter with Pixelshader Model 1.1

DirectX®: DirectX9

Sound: DirectX9 capable

English,French,German,Italian
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Very fun and entertaining. This is a terific management type game.. There is nothing more you need to say. If you like the main
game, you gonna like this dlc too.. the best game ever some what bugy but great game recommend it. unplayable.... its a great
game but once u get so far in, your carts keep disappearing and you have too shut game off and restart. and u gotta restart every
10-20 mins but i would love game if it wasnt for this problem.... If you're going to go for an enhanced version of The Guild II,
may as well go for Renaissance instead of half-assing it with PotES.. Underrated.. The sims crossed with sid meires pirates. The
Guild II is a unqiue strategy/life simulation game set in the medieval era. It brings many great mechanics from strategy games
and life simulation games (such as the sims). It will take some time to learn, but once you have the game down it is very in
depth. Worth a try if this is your style of game! Watch the video below of the tutorial to get an understanding of the game style
and dynamics.

Note: Get Renaissance, it includes everything from the previous two releases.

https://youtu.be/fA512mC4yxc

The Guild II: Renaissance
http://store.steampowered.com/app/39680/
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Pretty slow going, not exactly the most user friendly. good game its fun having a sea. The Guild 2 is very different to the first
The Guild, which sadly isn't a good thing in this particular case. While graphics and gameplay were massively overhauled,
neither proves to have been done well.

Instead of being a bonafide medieval dynasty simulator, the Guild 2 becomes more of an "economically micromanaged strategy
adventure RPG". And as awesome as that might sound, it sadly is not.

This particular expansion only gives a few more buildings and 4 new maps to play on. Just by itsef, it definitely isn't worth the
money, especially because Renaissance has all the content of this addon already included, which makes it not only bad, but
entirely obsolete.. If you get in a sale, then it's a very nice addition to your game library. But in my opinion it's not worth the 10
euros.. Wonderful Sim and RPG. The blend of what and RTS an RPG and The Sims wouldlook like in a living simulated
medieval Europe. This will keep you occupied for a LONG time.:)

There is a gigantic world of opportunities and ways to play. Something which is quiet daunting for new players as it can be
overwhelming to just start in any particular class or job.
Also, the game is difficult. Very difficult at times.
When a rivalling family has it out for you and you happen to be unprepared there is are few things from stopping them from
ending your line before dawn.
The difficulty slider only affects the amount of money and what social position you have in your city, the rest is a flowing,
living community at any level.
So, for those who are willing to put some time into it, there is a sea of possibilities to play with and the very nature of the
fluency of the world makes it so that every play through will be different.
As a final note: when out of ideas, you should try the ‘Back to the Roots: Sovereign edition’ realism mod, which, apart from a
whole spectrum of realism tweaks and additions, adds a bunch of new social interaction options and job paths and the final
political goal of becoming the sovereign of your country!
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